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My research activity deals mainly with the problem of defining exploration strategies that drive autonomous
mobile robots around environments to be discovered. One of my contributions is towards bridging the gap
between theory and practice for exploration strategies, modeling problems related to exploration to theoret-
ically analyze them, and applying obtained results to more realistic scenarios. Another contribution is the
use of semantic information in multirobot systems for more informed decisions during exploration. Further
contributions provide insights for a more mature experimental assessment of exploring robotic systems.
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Recently, autonomous mobile robotics has seen a wide spread progress, due to its
possible applications (e.g., search and rescue). Designers face several challenges during
the development of systems of autonomous mobile robots, from low level issues (e.g.,
actuators) to high level issues (e.g., navigation) [Siegwart et al. 2011]. One of the most
important aspects that affect system’s performance is the set of techniques that let
robots decide next locations to reach, possibly in a coordinated way, according to their
current knowledge of the world for autonomously executing some tasks.

My research activity mainly focus on exploration, namely the process of exploring
an initially unknown environment by one or more mobile robots, in order to discover
and map its features, for relevant applications like map building and search and res-
cue. Multirobot exploration basically involves the following steps: (a) perceive the
surrounding environment, (b) integrate perceived data in a map representing the en-
vironment known so far, (c) decide where to go next (exploration strategies) and who
goes where (coordination methods), (d) go to the destination locations chosen. Specif-
ically, my focus is on step (c). Note that, to obtain a large amount of results that are
easily reproducible, I usually perform experiments with realistic simulators.

Given the importance of the exploration problem, in the following I outline three
main research goals and, for each, I provide a brief overview of the gaps in the litera-
ture, my contributions so far, and interesting future research directions.
To contribute to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Exploration
strategies are usually defined following two rather different approaches. On the one
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hand, they are defined in practical contexts of real (or realistically simulated) robots
and are empirically assessed by testing them in some environments, as for example
in [Julia et al. 2012]. On the other hand, exploration strategies are defined in theoreti-
cal settings. The environments could be represented geometrically, as usually done by
the computational geometry community. In this kind of works, some assumptions that
are not fully realistic are made (e.g., line-of-sight visibility [Fekete and Schmidt 2010]).
Another type of representation is based on graphs, as typically assumed by theoreti-
cal computer science community to disregard environments’ geometry for focusing on
their topological and combinatorial aspects (e.g., [Tovey and Koenig 2003]). In both ap-
proaches, proposed methods are assessed using theoretical tools as worst-case bounds
and competitive ratio in some classes of environments.

Against this background, I contribute to define the problem of calculating the op-
timal offline exploration paths under some realistic assumptions, namely, robot with
time-discrete and limited perception and environment represented as a grid (some of
the results are presented in [Quattrini Li et al. 2012]). I analyze the relation between
the solutions found in such discretization and its continuous counterpart and formu-
late the discrete problem as a search problem. Thus, I develop the first algorithm to
find the (approximated) optimal exploration path. Simulation results show the via-
bility of this approach for realistic environments. Moreover, I theoretically study the
worst and average cases on the traveled distance to explore graph-based environments,
of some exploration strategies that consider distance and information gain in selecting
the next destination location. The obtained theoretical results show that, in the worst
case, considering also information gain does not provide any advantage over consider-
ing only distance, while it does in the average case on graphs modeling realistic indoor
environments. This kind of results contributes to strengthen the experimental results
obtained with real (and realistically simulated) exploring robots.

Further research directions that could be worth investigation are to address other
realistic cases, like constrained exploration, in which a robot should stay within
a certain distance from the base station [Duncan et al. 2006], or that of multiple
robots [Brass et al. 2011]. Both cases can be analyzed using artificial intelligence tech-
niques to find optimal strategies and bounds on the performance of some state-of-the-
art exploration strategies on graph- or geometrically-based environments.
To improve exploration strategies and coordination methods. Most of the ex-
ploration strategies and coordination methods proposed in literature (e.g., [Gonzáles-
Baños and Latombe 2002; Basilico and Amigoni 2011]) base their decisions only on the
current metric map, which represents the spatial features of the environment, like the
position of obstacles. In the last years, several methods (e.g., [Mozos et al. 2005]) have
been proposed to build semantic maps that associate semantic labels (e.g., ‘corridor’ or
‘room’) to portion of the underlying metric map. Despite the great effort in constructing
semantic maps, the study of their use for exploration is still rather limited.

To fill this gap, I define exploration strategies and coordination methods that em-
bed information coming from semantic maps. This allows to privilege some specific
areas of the environment. For example, if robots know that an area of an environment
is labeled as ‘corridor’, then that area should be privileged and more than one robot
should be allocated to that area, so that the exploration of the environment is speeded
up, as rooms are typically attached to corridors. I experimentally show that there is a
significant improvement about the exploration of relevant and total areas of indoor en-
vironments within a given time interval, when a priori information about the relevant
areas of the environment is available [Cipolleschi et al. 2013].

One possible extension that could be interesting pursuing is taking into account
the distribution of probability about the location of the victims, starting from results
of [Aydemir et al. 2013]. Also, an interesting study is to derive a theoretically-grounded
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way to determine the number of robots that will work best for a given environment,
starting from the insights given by the work in [Nieto-Granda et al. 2014]. Further, it is
relevant to study scenarios in which connectivity should be maintained over time. An
interesting approach to start with is that of [Rekleitis et al. 2004], which describes the
multirobot coverage problem. Another direction of interest is the investigation of how
to include a lookahead more than one of the next candidate locations (i.e., each robot
plans how to reach a sequence of candidate locations) or path optimization, starting
from results of [Tovar et al. 2006], so that chosen paths are the most informative ones.
To improve the experimental assessment of multirobot exploration systems.
A lively debate on good experimental methodologies is currently ongoing in the au-
tonomous robotics community, as they have not reached yet a maturity level compara-
ble to that of other disciplines [Amigoni and Schiaffonati 2014].

With the current experimental evaluation almost exclusively based on relative com-
parisons in some test environments, it is difficult to assess how much room for improve-
ment an exploration system has. The method I propose in [Quattrini Li et al. 2012]
could serve as a tool for complementing the evaluation of online exploration strategies
for autonomous mobile robots by having an optimal reference against which is possible
to compute the competitive ratio of an exploration strategy in an environment.

Another issue is the difficulty in reproducing experiments as parameters are usually
not reported in the descriptions of experiments, and thus it is not clear what factors
impact the performance of exploration. I contribute to fill this gap by quantitatively
analyzing some controllable factors on exploration, providing some insights that could
be useful for a roboticist who has to set these parameters. Specifically, I quantitatively
assess the relative influence of exploration strategies and coordination methods on the
exploration performance [Amigoni et al. 2012]: experimentally the role of exploration
strategies dominates that of coordination methods in determining the performance
of an exploring multirobot system in a highly structured indoor environment, while
the situation is reversed in a less structured indoor environment. I also analyze the
impact of different perception/decision timings [Amigoni et al. 2013]. The simulations’
results confirm the intuitive idea that the best performance is obtained with fast-paced
perceptions and decisions, but also suggest some trade-offs for the values of perception
and decision frequencies in some settings.

Future interesting research on the improvement of the evaluation includes the
development of systems that automatically generate realistic environments so that
robotic systems can be easily tested in simulations. An initial attempt in this direction
has been presented in [Amigoni et al. 2014]. This feature can be used to extend, for
example, the system for robotic system verification shown in [O’Brien et al. 2014].

Some of my contributions and some of the future research directions could foster
the achievement of the long-term goal towards the theoretical and practical definition
and the evaluation of exploration strategies and coordination methods for increasing
autonomy of mobile robots.

The exploration problem could be intended in a broader perspective in the sense that
robots can “explore” other features of the environment. There are several interesting
domains that are worth investigation. One interesting problem is that of continuously
monitoring temporal-spatial phenomena in partially known environments, in applica-
tions like environmental or ocean monitoring [Parker et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2011],
surveillance [Carpin et al. 2013; Thakur et al. 2013], olfactory exploration [Marjovi and
Marques 2013], and tactile exploration of object properties [Pezzementi et al. 2011]. In
this direction, the objective is to design a general framework in order to define general
navigation strategies and coordination methods considering general domains, so that
the development of a robotic system is eased.
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